Departmental Prizes & Awards

AFRICANA STUDIES
The Neville Andrews Scholarship Award
Kadiata Kaba
Sierra Lebron
Chanta Palmer

Clarence P. Fenton Scholarship Award
Abigail Boamah
Esme Elethia Lovemore
Jose Tejada

The Jane Harris Scholarship Award
Biancy Garcia
Christiania Remarck
Rosanna Surun Rivera
Fatoumata Tunkara

ANTHROPOLOGY
The Mitzi Ludwig Award
Amanda Almeida
Marcia Maria Campedelli Barbosa
Graca

ART
Geldwerth Scholarship
Joseph Siciliano

Bernard Levinson Memorial Fund Award
Joddys Tollinichi

Sara Little Turnbull Graduation Award for Excellence
Kyle Yizar

Brohmer Twins Scholarship
Corvy Bejarano Pandy
Micalla Capellan
Lady Pena
Rosemerry Perez

BIOLOGY
Academic Excellence Award
Alexander Capellan Moronta

Kane Prize
Jimmy Sanchez

CHEMISTRY
John Paul Clay Achievement Award
Vladyslav Bodnar

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Robert Carter Memorial Award
Jose Mariz Salva

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Robert T. Craig Memorial Award
Aboubakari Soumanou Petoni

Anita Tuller Prize
Jeffrey Almanzar

COUNSELING, LEADERSHIP, LITERACY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
Aspiring Educational Leader Award
Rebeca Wolfe-Balbuena

ENGLISH
Marjorie Anderson Scholarship
Milena Blue Spruce

Martha Binyon Cahn Scholarship
Ryan Cabrera
Toni Tolliver

Patricia A. Cochram Portfolio Prize
Sonia Gonzalez

Patricia A. Cochram Scholarship
Tasneem Dewji

Grace C. Croff Memorial Prize for Poetry
Lily Hooks

Terry De Antonio Memorial Prize for Criticism of the Arts
Ashley Ortiz

Bernard L. Einbond Prize for Fiction
Sergio Remon Alvarez

Claire Giegerich Memorial Award for Creative Nonfiction
Amanda Lopez

Leo and Roslyn Gilbert Memorial Award
Davaughn Riley
Yenick Gonzalez

Dr. Alice Griffin Graduate Fellowship
Nicole Walker

The Jacob Hammer Memorial Prize for Playwriting
Summer Hunter

Alice Minnie Hertz Heniger Prize for Graduate Creative Writing
Hilton N Webb

William C. Hess Memorial Prize for Literary Criticism
Francis Merencillo
Aaron Hochberg Family Award
Brittany Aufiero
Davidia Boykins

Rose and John Hutton Award
Jasmine Gonzalez
Jennifer Medina

Ruth Kolbe Mischkind Scholarship
Ashly Huerta
Roxann Turner

Gordon Lea Scholarship Award
Deanna Garcia
Perla Tolentino

Blanche Lewy Joseph Memorial Prize
Qwandell Joseph
Ariel Vargas

Herman Melville Prize for Literary Criticism
Sonia Gonzalez

John W. Wieler Award
Renee Pendarvis

HEALTH SCIENCES
Department of Health Sciences
Outstanding Graduates
Shanay Porter
Sandhya Tamang

HISTORY
Michael Chelik Memorial Fund Award
Salvatore Matagrano

Dr. Thomas Hunter Prize in History
Ashley Lum
Shane Martin

Raymond J. Sontag Essay Prize
Alexandra Cardenas

Howard R. Weisz Award
Javier Apunte

JAPANESE
Award for Excellence in Japanese
Danielle Dakaney

JOURNALISM AND MEDIA STUDIES
The Bronx Journal Award
Deanna Garcia
Albert Vargas

MATHEMATICS
The Connor Lazarov Memorial Award in Mathematics
Abdelali Hourmati

Pearson Prize for Excellence in Mathematics
Ebony Peguero Valdez
Jimmy Sanchez

The Dora and Abraham Rose Award in Mathematics
Julinda Mujo

MUSIC
Emile Anders Choir Award
Johana Gracia Lara

Lee Benno Scholarship Fund
Juan Baez
Giancarlo Fret
Justin Kelly
Gregory Morelo
Clay Tejada
Chris Vanmetter

Creative Process Award
Jeovanie Fernandez

Heniger Alice M Hertz Fund
Shane Cahill
Bryan Framhein
Nicholas Sochan
Jacob Teichroew

Victor Hernandez Award
Jahdiel Rodriguez

Charles W Hughes Scholarship
Erick Miguel Pichardo Angeles
Shane Spencer Ceniza

Joan Miller Legacy Award
Amanda Almeida

Maiken Rand Excellence in Theatre Award
Emily Garcia

Heintz Rose Riegelman Fund
Adam Baksh
Isaiah Cook
Anthony Estrella
Seth Hershman
Holly Horan
August Hunter
Pedro L Irizarry
Edward Jennings
Kariana Mazzilli
Dania Miguel

Susan May Wilson Award
Anisah Richards

NURSING
Certificate of Service
Winifred Naya
Ramon Ramirez Rojas
Fatoumata Wague

Mary Fischi Compassion Award
Tina Torres

The Maurice and Lena Jacobs Memorial Scholarship
Fatoumata Wague
Basil Wilchcombe
The Pat Kroah Memorial Award
Rosibel Fernandez

The Nursing Faculty Award
Aisha Faal

The Joseph H. Schaff Memorial Award
Ramon Ramirez Rojas

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
The Joseph A. Gillet Memorial Prize
Esteban Alcantara

The Ambuj Mukerji Award
Raynier Reynoso

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Edgar Dawson Prize on Political and Legal Theory
Jeremy Cumberbatch
Michael Sullivan

Patrick V. Peppe Award
Ammar Abdul Rahman
Emmanuella Safaro

Maureen Sullivan Wenz Memorial Award
Kimberlin Ballard
Starasia Griffith
Christine Marino
Jeffrey Taveras

PSYCHOLOGY
Honors Prize in Psychology
Lisa Muallem

SOCIAL WORK
Academic Excellence Awards
Fatmata B Barrie
Komal Bhatia
Janet L Blits
Edardo C Bravo
Karina Breton Burgos
Cristal Castillo
Yvette Drew
Natila S Dunkley
Maureen Emanuele
Fransheska Geronimo
Krystal L Gonzalez
Tiffany Guzman
Marie Taciana Jean-Chery
Josephine Lamberty
Elizabeth Manon
Akeem Mohammed
Julines Reynoso
Gabriela Rivera
Jenny Rodriguez
Ginell Rosario
Philip Simmons
Natila S Dunkley
Kerri-Ann Taylor
Nadine N Thomas
Josselyn Zavala

HIV AIDS Service Award
Karen Soriano

Leona Thompson Award
Edwardo Bravo

SPANISH
Willa Elton Prize in Spanish
Sherlyn Estévez
Miguel Villegas

SPEECH-LANGUAGE-HEARING SCIENCES
Heniger Alice M. Hertz Award
Luke McDonald

Amelia Ottinger Debate Prize
Angie Beltre

Susan May Wilson Prize
Floralida Cabrera
Christine Murray
Miya Wilson
Yan Zeng